
HAHN GROUP, RECYCLING 
AROUND THE WORLD
With over 500 employees worldwide, Hahn 
Plastics covers the whole process of selecting 
recyclable plastic materials and raw material 
recycling to the finished product. In every step 
of the process, utmost care is taken to ensure 
environmental protection and sustainability. 

The Hahn Plastics headquarters is in Germany 
and the company is now the leading producer of 
recycled finished parts made from  
post-consumer plastics. 

HAHN PLASTICS MODERNISES ITS  
TIME & ATTENDANCE AND ROSTERING PROCESS WITH 

NEW CLOUD BASED BIOMETRIC SYSTEM FROM HFX

To find out more about HFX please call 03333 447872 email salesteam@hfx.co.uk or visit: www.hfx.co.uk

HFX have helped Hahn streamline 
their systems and brought us into 
the 21st century.

Sharon Haslam HR Officer, Hahn Plastics

“Using the system is a piece of cake! 
It’s so simple and not at all techni-

cal.

Sharon Haslam HR Officer, Hahn Plastics

Using the system is a  
piece of cake! 

It’s so simple and not  
at all technical.

Mazhar Butt, IT & Systems Manager  
of Hahn Plastics



HFX COO NICOLA SMART SPOKE TO MAZHAR BUTT, IT & SYSTEMS 
MANAGER OF HAHN PLASTICS, ABOUT WHY THEY CHOSE HFX’S 
IMPERAGO TIME & ATTENDANCE AND ROSTERING SOLUTION AND 
WHAT BENEFITS THEY HAVE OBTAINED.

The decision to modernise their Time & Attendance 
and Rostering system

Hahn Plastics decided they needed to modernise and move 
from their paper-based Time & Attendance system and 
manual clock, to a modern Cloud workforce management 
system and biometric face reader for their Time & Attendance 
and Rostering. They initially chose to trial a competitor system 
which had been recommended to them, but after two months 
the trial had not gone at all well, with the biometric clocking 
devices failing regularly.  The Head of Operations of Hahn 
Plastics had worked with HFX in a previous company so 
suggested contacting us.

HFX: a good product fit and a partnership approach to the Imperago project

It was commented that ‘HFX were very professional from the start’ and were chosen as their new 
supplier. Hahn Plastics requirements were for Time & Attendance and Rostering, Biometric face 
scanners for Attendance recording, export to payroll and an API integration with their HR system 
People HR as well as integration of HFX to the People HR employee portal.

The Hahn Plastics and HFX project team had a partnership approach and took their time carefully 
planning the scoping, implementation and full parallel run. Hahn Plastics has a weekly payroll so there 
was the opportunity to check the paper data to the system output every week for a period of several 
weeks. This paid off and in the end the project was implemented faster than the predicted time due to 
the smooth running and problem free implementation.

The HR Manager was concerned about having to learn a new system, but commented that Ian Roberts, 
the HFX consultant who did the training, made this process very easy by providing excellent training 
and ongoing advice.

To find out more about HFX please call 03333 447872 email salesteam@hfx.co.uk or visit: www.hfx.co.uk

“Ian explained everything 

very clearly to the  

non-technical team”

Their words, not ours!

“The Directors are very pleased 

with the HFX Imperago project, 

‘now things are professionally 

done and modern.”

 “Communication was 
very fluent”



BENEFITS AND SAVINGS

To find out more about HFX please call 03333 447872 email salesteam@hfx.co.uk or visit: www.hfx.co.uk

High employee satisfaction

Due to the failed trial with a competitor system, the employees 
had serious doubts as to whether the HFX system would work. In 
addition, a majority of the staff are blue collar workers with little or 
no experience of technology. However, post implementation the 
staff now trust the system and data and employee satisfaction is 
high.  They can now obtain confirmation of Absence Requests very 
quickly through the Employee Self Service and it is even used for 
Group communications within Hahn. 

Integration of HFX Imperago data into the People HR 

The HFX Imperago and People HR systems integrate seamlessly 
utilising web-APIs to give Hahn Plastics a ‘Best of Breed’ solution 
The data-flow is bi-directional and the HFX Implementation process 
ensured no issues were encountered.

Exceptions management decentralised to Managers has improved accuracy and time savings for HR 

Previously, exceptions clearing for the night shift was time consuming because HR do not work at nights.  
Now, this responsibility has been decentralised to Managers who deal with the exceptions during the shift, ensuring 
accurate information and timely exceptions clearing which in turn makes the payroll preparation faster and more 
accurate.

Success with HFX Biometric Face Scanners

The failed trial with a competitor system and all the issues with the biometric clocks had created mistrust 
among employees as to accuracy of the clockings. However, with the implementation of HFX Imperago 
and the HFX Biometric face scanners employees saw there were no problems this time and there is a 
99.9% proved reliability statistic for these face scanners.

‘Imperago Mobile phone function is excellent’

Previously the holiday request procedure for night staff was unsatisfactory because the system was 
paper-based and HR work office hours. Now, the system is accessible at any time from anywhere so 
communication with HR and holiday approvals are way quicker. 

HUGE TIME SAVINGS IN PAYROLL 
PREPARATION WITH IMPERAGO

Previously the weekly payroll preparation would take one person half a day every week. 
Now with Imperago it takes just a few minutes each week.

The system is newly implemented so it is early days to calculate the full savings obtained.  
During the next quarter the time savings will be measured and quantified again to 

produce a more accurate ROI.

“Integration of HFX Imperago 
data into the People HR  

employee portal has been a 
huge benefit!’’

“I am very happy about how 
the system was rolled out’’

Noel Marques-Neves, Head of Operations



The introduction of the HFX Imperago / People HR Time & Attendance 
system here at HAHN Plastics Ltd has enabled business performance  
improvements to be realised on a number of levels:

a)      Team Member Engagement: 
The People HR Portal which incorporates HFX Imperago data, enables all our team  
members to proactively manage their own holiday requests, gain visibility of HR related  
information updates, access company procedures and issue thanks to other team members 
for their support.

b)      Time & Attendance Information:
The HFX Imperago system provides a robust platform for accurately capturing team  
members’ Time & Attendance information through its facial recognition system, whilst also 
collating this data in an efficient manner enables attendance performance to be easily  
monitored and effectively managed. 

c)      Real Time Updates:
The HFX Imperago system provides real time attendance information at the click of a button 
to support emergency situations such as fire alarm roll calls.

In summary, the HFX Imperago / People HR system combination provides a powerful  
business tool that releases our HR & Leadership team members from having to collect and 
collate Time & Attendance data for their respective team members whilst also encouraging 
those team members to proactively engage in HR matters through the People HR portal.  
This is particularly useful when running a 24 hour operation as it allows team members who 
working outside normal day shift hours to establish and maintain contact on HR related  
matters through this system. 

TESTIMONIAL BY DAVE WATSON, 
MANAGING DIRECTOR AT HAHN PLASTICS

To find out more about HFX please call 03333 447872 email salesteam@hfx.co.uk or visit: www.hfx.co.uk



TESTIMONIAL BY SHARON HASLAM 
HR OFFICER AT HAHN PLASTICS

To find out more about HFX please call 03333 447872 email salesteam@hfx.co.uk or visit: www.hfx.co.uk

HFX Imperago system has really improved how we record every member of staff’s daily 
hours.

We run two systems; in one we have monthly paid staff and in the other weekly paid staff. 
We provided all background data that was needed to implement the system. HFX then 
made the magic happen!

It now saves at least 3 hours work on a Monday doing weekly wages. From the old clock card 
system to facial recognition, we have seen massive improvements in a short time frame. HFX 
made it very easy, having regular catch ups through implementation and trial stages. Any 
glitches were sorted within hours of reporting. Training was excellent and very helpful.

I am a super user on the system and can set up new rotas and amend data, and all our 
head of departments have had training and use the system daily to check who’s in and 
who’s out.  

We also use People HR software system which works in tandem with HFX  
Imperago which pulls through information re sickness and holidays from People HR to HFX 
Imperago automatically. Both systems run together brilliantly and both companies worked 
well together. 

We can also access HFX Imperago through mobile or tablet which we use for Health &  
Safety roll call as the system shows you who is one site and who is not, making Fire Drills 
easier to manage.

Account Manager Patricia Broderick and Data Specialist Ian Roberts were very easy to work 
with always communicating at every stage. Nothing was too much trouble, and they were 
always happy to help. 

HFX have helped Hahn 
streamline their  
systems and brought us 
into the 21st century.



ABOUT HFX

The HFX group is one of the UK’s leading developers of Cloud SaaS workforce solutions that 
provide over 800 organisations of all sizes and sectors including Central and Local Government, 
construction, retail, recruitment and manufacturing with the tools they need to control labour 
costs, increase their efficiency and minimise compliance risk in today’s business environment. 

The full solution includes - Time & Attendance, Flexitime, Rostering, Access Control, Visitor 
Registration, Job & Task Booking, Workforce Optimisation, Operational HR, Forecasting &  
Budgeting and integrates seamlessly with all major HR and payroll systems.

HR Ops

To find out more about HFX please call 03333 447872  
email salesteam@hfx.co.uk or visit: www.hfx.co.uk


